
T o d ay

wonder where to begin and how.

ough this is actually the end, I suppose. Not of me, but of 
the book you hold, since what comes next will have already gone 
before.

 
To myself, to the countless, nameless others I will never know, 

who may never have this chance, I have a duty. Some might even 
say, a call.

I’ll start where I am, I guess.
(Can one really begin anywhere else?)

I lived in the mountains of upper East Tennessee in 2005.
As I did as a child. As I do now.

is landscape where I nd myself might be unexpected to 
a visitor. Several small cities—with industry, a college, many 
libraries—are situated in this river valley.

Edenton, the town with the little public college, has become a 
tourist’s particular and charming surprise, growing fast like all 
of Boone County, burgeoning with restaurants and boutiques, 
a diverse population. Home to the area’s public radio station.

Millsborough, the stalwart industrial hamlet where I was 
born, mirrors much of Holston County, mostly white and aging, 
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shrinking all the time. Like Windy Grove, a proud old railroad 
town with a skeletal business district. Or the multitude of 
farming communities that keep on with their dwindling, such 
as Clemtown, where my father is from and where I grew up, 
or Blue, the county seat.

It’s di cult, I think, to extricate my story from this 
inheritance. In this part of the world, the rounded, folding, 
green mountains, among the oldest that exist, are the central 
reality. You can travel nowhere they are not. You can never not 
be aware of them.

ey hold up the very sky.
ough I still live in the same patch of earth which I’ve 

described—where I also resided back in 2005—you cannot 
measure the distance I have traveled since then in miles or 
even in light-years.

It is a shi  in continents. It is a trans guration of a lifetime.



couldn’t imagine how it could be di cult. at morning I had 
energy, and I had optimism, and the day began resplendent with 
sun, and the evening was set to turn lush and hot, the perfect 
night for our party.

All misgivings were erased from my mind as if they’d never 
been.

Except, of course, for Lorraine.
Samuel stood by the kitchen sink with a glass of orange juice 

in his hand and watched me as I packed Ian’s lunch. “You’re sure 
you’re up to this?”

“Yes, Samuel, we’ve been over it, what is there for me to do?”
“ at was the idea. But I want you to tell me if we need to call 

this o .”
I nished my co ee, set the mug in the dishwasher. “No, I feel 

ne, better than ne, actually. If I can’t manage this, then there’s 
no hope for me. You and Jim are going to grill the meat, so all I 
need to do is get it in the marinade when I get home.” I meant to 
shop that day. A number of purchases, items endlessly essential, 
it now seemed so clear—new dress and shoes and necklace to 
match, the religious study book with the title that had spoken 
straight to me—a whirl of plans to combat her schemes. I zipped 
the so -side lunch bag. “Meredith’s going to help me set up the 
patio, and then the catered stu  comes, and then you’ll come, 
and everything should all turn out.”

“I would like to suppose there’s hope for you,” said Samuel.
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I felt the dark ripple through my morning.
“I’m trying,” was all I could say, “but no one calls me back.” 

Not even the secretary, I’d noticed.
“Maybe you should try somewhere else.”

at was what I was starting to think, but I couldn’t believe it, 
I just couldn’t. God wouldn’t ignore me that way. “I don’t want 
to give up yet.” I ran some more water in the vase of orange and 
yellow daylilies, cut that morning. Put it back on the counter.

“Giving up would not be like you,” he said. “And I don’t recall 
that that was what was said.”

“Okay, yes, I understand,” I said. “Let me think about it. I’ve 
got to get Ian. We need to get on the road.”

“I’ll see you tonight,” he said, as I turned to leave the room. 
“Be careful with yourselves.”

Ian sat in his highchair eating the last of his dry Cheerios with 
that stu ed sheep, Lammykin, snug and eyeing me in the crook 
of his arm. It was still hard for me to face my son. But today I felt 
that being a good mother could begin again, that I could come 
to understand why I’d stopped.

Perhaps God would reveal that to me, too, in the book I’d 
been given to write.

“Mommy go?” said Ian, his mouth full. He thrust Lammykin 
and his empty bowl toward me.

e door closed as Samuel began his weekday morning trip 
to the courthouse.

“Come on,” I said, walking to retrieve my son from his 
highchair—much more patiently on this absurdly beautiful 
Friday in June—“let’s go get this day.” 


